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The good Samaritan –    a lesson….    in mercy and compassion   Luke 10  

MY PASSION FOR THE SAMARITANS 
I’ve always had a soft spot in my heart for the Samaritans.  And  I wondered, why did I feel that way ?    

Probably my ethnic background.  Like a great number of you.   our great-grandparents or grandparents came 
to this country as immigrants, came to this country with nothing.  ….. They weren’t really welcomed.    They 
were second class citizens   …      they were daily reminded that they were   “foreigners”. 

that’s a lot like the Samaritan experience. They were a  .. small group that didn’t fit in with the rest of society.  
Ostracized.    Minority.    …  looked down on.   ….  1 

 

So     many of us can relate to their experiences    …. 

   

  

***********************************  

SAMARITAN HISTORY 

The Samaritans considered themselves children of  Israel.   literally children/ offspring of the man named 
Israel, originally named  Jacob.    they called Jacob their father    and     maybe   THE MOST IMPORTANT THING 
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WAS THAT in this same time period that Jesus walked on the earth….  THEY WERE LOOKING FOR THE 
MESSIAH. 

  large number of Samaritans recognized Jesus as the Messiah  and while he was still here on earth,  they 
became his followers. 

 

The story of the good Samaritan is one of the most famous stories that Jesus ever told. ….     

 

It was a story that apparently Jesus made up.  This was NOT an incident like the woman at the well, THAT WAS 
A REAL event.  This was a teaching story, a story that Jesus CREATED to teach a lesson.       One the most 
important lessons he taught. 

 

  

 HOW DID THE STORY START.   The story starts with a question. 

And then there is the ANSWER.          If you’re going to understand this story.  If you’re going to learn 

anything from this story….      

YOU HAVE TO FIRST REMEMBER WHAT THE   QUESTION WAS .       6 
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LORD,   WHAT MUST  I DO         TO OBTAIN ETERNAL LIFE.??? 
This is not just a question like     should we eat meat on Friday.    Or should we do this or that?    This is a BIG 
QUESTION. 

  We can ask the same question… 

WHAT  JESUS HAD DONE  IN HIS  MINISTRY      WAS TO INVITE PEOPLE TO FOLLOW HIM.    

TO JOIN HIM     HE SAID HE WAS OPENING   A NEW   AND LIVING WAY       CONTAINED    THE PROMISE OF 
ETERNAL LIFE.   

        

 WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO TO OBTAIN IT???        7 

 That was the question,   the story contained the answer…. 

  

Jesus’ teaching style was to get his students thinking,      So  he gently asked a question back.   

What have YOU learned from your STUDIES??      BOOKS OF MOSES?    
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 The man answered…Jesus said he answered correctly…  

1-   YOU MUST love Jehovah.   And 2-   YOU MUST love your neighbor. 

Jesus said, that’s the right answer.   Do that and you will live. 

 

But the man tried to pretend that it wasn’t a complete answer.   He had a problem with the answer as Jesus 
framed it.  8   It seems that he didn’t have any problem with “ loving JEHOVAH” part.   But “loving his 
neighbor” ??  that  was something else.    HE WAS NOT COMFORTABLE WITH THAT PART…. 

25  %    DONE 

  so he continues    the question….    WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE – my neighbors -  that   I AM SUPPOSED TO 
LOVE?     Who am I supposed to love that I can obtain this eternal life.?     Could Jesus  be a little more 
specific.??? 

 

So, Jesus told a story. 

AS WE DISCUSS THE STORY,   DON’T LOSE SIGHT OF THE ORIGINAL QUESTION.    Tell me  the original question?    
How can I __________    (obtain eternal life?) 

 the story.   has a victim, a man who is a victim of a violent crime,         9 
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Then  story has two additional characters, ALMOST  the “bad guys”, two of them   (maybe not as bad as the 
robbers and assaulters.)    but they aren’t good characters…   

and  finally,  the story has  a HERO.      

   

AND  IT’S   JESUS’    CHOICE   OF  THESE   CHARACTERS                   THAT  MAKES THIS SUCH A GREAT STORY     

  

JESUS IS NOT ACCEPTING THE  CONVENTIONAL WISDOM OF HIS DAY. 

IT DOESN’T COME OUT THE WAY most would have expected.       IT’S TOTALLY REVERSED. 

  RELIGIOUS  ORGANIZATION     of the Jews.  Had levels of importance.   HEIRARCHY     Top   bottom      10 

 they were very   class conscious.      

 

The way Jesus structures the story, the hero is an UNLIKELY choice.  There is nothing really special about this 
hero,  

He’s an outcast, he is one of the untouchables,  lowest rank of society.   Contact with a person from his group 
was considered a defilement.    

And yet    he’s   the hero of this story. 
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Implication at the end of the story is that this is the one who obtains  ETERNAL LIFE.   He has something the 
others do not have.    11 

 

The 2 that missed the opportunity TO BE HERO’S  …(I called them bad guys)   they came from the HIGHEST 
ranks of the culture.        

   They were proud to say that they were God’s people.   They were worshiped and respected.  People stepped 
aside when they walked by. People literally bowed when they went by.  …..   And  Jesus made them the    BAD 
guys. 

  

 

So one of the lessons here has to be THIS  PROFOUND REVERSAL OF THE EXPECTED ROLES.      The best 
candidate for eternal life is NOT the one that everybody thinks IT IS,       

The best candidate for eternal life is NOT the one     WHO HAS THE POSITION OF AUTHORITY 

The best candidate for eternal life is NOT the one THAT EVERYONE THINKS is  HOLIEST.    

  

.     13 
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THE  GREAT SPIRITUAL LEADERS  of that day   ….     prayed on street corners so everyone could marvel 

They did their  acts of benevolence where everyone can see them  

 

Jesus said they were actors  

lesson here is:   beware the positions of leadership ,  beware the center stage.  Beware positions of authority.   

 

DO WE HAVE positions of authority, leadership, control      IN OUR FELLOWSHIP.         OF COURSE.     14 

 

 

TO REPEAT            THE POWERFUL POINTS OF THIS LESSON 

 #1     IMPORTANCE   OF  THE STARTING QUESTION          WHAT MUST I DO…..  

#2    ONE THAT ACHIEVES…      DOES NOT COME FROM THE HIGHER POSITIONS OF THE RELIGIOUS 
ORGANIZATIONS 

 #3   WHAT WAS THIS CHARACTERISTIC THAT THE HERO HAD  

THAT MADE HIM THE   ANSWER TO THE ALL IMPORTANT QUESTION…. 
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Characteristic  that’s pin pointed in the gospels by Jesus    has to do with MERCY  and  COMPASSION 

 

DIVERSION 
PROBABLY the Greek word we are most familiar with regarding MERCY,  is the greek word  ELEOS.    BUT 
THAT’S NOT THE WORD USED HERE. 

THE WORD USED HERE IS MUCH MORE POWERFUL,    

  

But it is a strange word,  but one time I saw it used in English.  

A number of you in audience, like the nurses, physical therapists, radiology,    

   15    anything medically trained.   Have studied anatomy.    

You might remember this.    when I went to school and studied those subjects … we used BOOKS.    we had a 
huge book called Grey’s Anatomy.   Yes, it was originally a book, not a TV show. 

 

This book, toward the end of the book,   had a LARGE section named       

strange name    Splanchnology   ***screen****      
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50 %   DONE 

I can’t pronounce it …..   so I have to put it up on the screen.    

Because it was so different,   UNPRONOUNCEABLE WORD     

I guess it became   UNFORGETABLE. For a long time I didn’t know  

why it was going to be an important word. 

 

THIS SECTION OF THE BOOK, GRAYS ANATOMY,      WAS ALL ABOUT THE INTESTINES AND INTERNAL ORGANS 
IN WHAT WE CALL THE ABDOMEN.   

The only word that we probably use in everyday English that comes from this root     is SPLEEN..     one of 
those intestinal organs.    ***slide*** 

SPLANCHNOLOGY   is the study of the organs of the abdomen. 

 DON’T FORGET…   in common medical terminology,  this whole area of human 

 anatomy    is also called   THE GUT.   That’s not a slang word, it is used in a  

professional sense, it is known as the GUT.  

17 

Splanchnology       splagch ni zomai 
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THIS IS THE WORD USED IN THE NEW TESTAMENT……  
 

     SPLAGN CH 

g4697. σπλαγχνίζομαι                              screen***** 

AND THE FORM OF THE WORD USED MOSTLY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT IS  

splagchnizomai  splagch ni zomai  screen ******* 

STRONGS DICTIONARY SAYS         “to have the bowels yearn i.e. (figuratively)  

feel sympathy, to pity: 

TO be moved with compassion.    It means to have mercy on someone     

BECAUSE A FEELing STARTS IN THE GUT 

THIS IS in the finest sense of the word         “A GUT REACTION” 

THAT’S THE REACTION THE HERO   OF THIS STORY HAD       

HE    WAS    MOVED WITH COMPASSION. 
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THE GOSPELS RECORD   THAT JESUS HAD THE SAME REACTION 

  
Mat 9:36  When he saw the crowds, he had compassion (THAT’S THE WORD)   
for them, because they were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a 
shepherd. 
 
  
Mat 14:14  When he went ashore he saw a GREAT crowd, and he had 
compassion on them and healed their sick 

  
 Jesus Feeds the Four Thousand 
 
Mat 15:32  Then Jesus called his disciples to him and said, “I have compassion 
on the crowd because they have been with me now three days and have 
nothing to eat  

  
  

 

 
Mat 20:33  They said to him, “Lord,  OPEN OUR EYES               .”  
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Mat 20:34  And Jesus { with compassion}  in pity      touched their eyes, and 
immediately they recovered their sight and followed him.  
 

Used 12 times         19 
  

 

Mk 9 a father of a sick boy says,  have compass 
 
      Mt 15    Mk 8 JESUS SAYS   I FEEL COMPASS  fed 4000 

 

JESUS USED THE WORD THREE TIMES   IN STORIES OF HIS…. 
Three parables 
Mt 18   parable  debt forgiveness 
Lu 10  parable  Samaritan 
Lu 15  parable  prodigal son 
 

 REMEMBER WHAT THE ORIGINAL QUESTION WAS ????    Lord, how can I obtain…. 

   

ANSWER IS  BEHAVIORAL.   TO OBTAIN ETERNAL LIFE THIS IS HOW YOU HAVE TO BEHAVE….a certain way. 
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 The educated elder, leader, expert…. Saw the situation….INJURED MAN          Crossed to the other side of the 
road. 

the Levite, I’m going to say “the one born in the truth”, he saw the situation….   Crossed to the other side of 
the road.         21 

 

The Samaritan…   saw the situation…..    and he had a different response …   not an intellectual response.  

 He had a response   … 

 … A GUT LEVEL RESPONSE.   

HAVE WE SO INTELLECTUALIZED THE TRUTH  ??? 

    THAT WE HAVE SUPPRESSED OUR    GUT LEVEL   RESPONSE 

=========================  

Jesus saw the crowds,  , ….and he had a deep GUT REACTION to help them.         75%   DONE 

Jesus saw the widow weeping, and he had a GUT REACTION to help her. 

Jesus heard the blind men asking for a miracle and IT WASN’T JUST ANOTHER DAY AT THE OFFICE….. JESUS 
had a GUT REACTION to help them. 
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THE MAIN ANSWER    TO THE QUESTION   HOW TO OBTAIN ETERNAL LIFE       WAS       THE GUT LEVEL 
RESPONSE. 

 

THE  GOING OUT     TO FIND THE ONE LOST SHEEP ,  ONE OUT OF A HUNDRED,   IS NOT A RESPONSE OF LOGIC.  

It not about knowledge.     NOTHING LOGICAL ABOUT IT.   That’s a bad business decision.     Looking for the 
one lost sheep,     THIS IS ALL ABOUT COMPASSION….and mercy     22 

The shepherd   was  WORRIED SICK ABOUT THAT ONE LOST SHEEP.   WORRIED SICK.   That’s an abdominal 
response.        

 

Another parable… 

And how about that father who every day would look for his son to return.   It took a certain kind of character  
to keep watching, LIVING IN HOPE     THAT SOME DAY his younger son WOULD RETURN 

THE SON that MADE A FOOL OF HIMSELF, and was no credit to the family.      The son who was so self willed, 
so self centered.    HE WAS JUST A BRAT      It took a very special kind of character  to KEEP LOOKNG FOR HIM,  
AND TO welcome him home. 

… 

================================================  
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And how effective was this story ?????          The VAST MAJORITY  didn’t get the point  of what Jesus was 
saying it would take to gain eternal life. 

 

And how is it TODAY…….?????     20     do we get the point 

THE VAST MAJORITY  WILL NOT GET THE POINT    OF WHAT IT 
WILL TAKE TO GAIN ETERNAL LIFE ……. 

It’s not about   

Ritual?     ?   clever  Speculations?      Pictures within pictures and symbols within symbols??? 

THIS STORY   IS JESUS’  BEST ANSWER     TO THE ORIGINAL QUESITON       

 

 

23    it’s going to take some work. 

 You can’t get this trait without some practice.        YOU FIRST HAVE TO VALUE THE CONCEPT.   First, you have 
to believe that  COMPASSION AND MERCY ARE  IMPORTANT.      FUNDAMENTAL            THEN you WILL develop 
it.  
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Word means   MOVED  WITH  COMPASSION.    Operative word   is    MOVED.    You don’t stand still with 
compassion.   Action. 

The hero didn’t say…. Boy, that man certainly needs the kingdom. AND  THAT’S ALL HE DOES     

       

  if you value it enough.   You will grow it.        as the opportunity    24        presents.   

And as you put yourself in a position to exercise the trait.    You can’t avoid situations where you might just 
have to exercise this trait.  You can maneuver your situations so that you never get challenged.   Don’t do that.   
Put yourself in situations where you DO get challenged.      Anything less than that is crossing to the other side 
of the road.    … . 

 

 someone is in trouble,  someone is hurting, injured, down on the ground,  

That’s the time to help.    IT TAKES SOME SKILL AND EXPERIENCE TO KNOW HOW TO BEST  HELP        
SOMETIMES WE TRY TO HELP AND IT’S NOT APPRECIATED, SO WE HAVE TO BE CAREFUL.   BUT DON’T 
SUPPRESS THE GUT REACTION. JUST  BECAUSE  your efforts are rejected or even mis understood. 

SOMETIMES YOU WILL GET HURT FOR EVEN TRYING TO HELP.         That’s ok.  Pretend you’ve never been hurt 
and help the next one too. 
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A man was walking down a road and fell into BIG  pit.    He called out for help.    A preacher came by, took one 
look and kept on going.   

A 25    priest came by, heard the man yelling       took one look and kept on going.   

A third man came by   and the man in the pit recognized it was  friend of his.   He called out “Joe, Joe, help me, 
help me get out of this pit.” 

His friend Joe looks down into the pit….   And   jumps down into the pit. 

The man says, Joe !       why did you do that? 

Joe says, I’ve been down in this pit before and I know how to get out. 

 

Sometimes all we have to do is join our friends in their troubles, jump down into the pit with them.  Show 
compassion, show mercy. 

It’s well said in  

Psa_145:8  JEHOVAH    is gracious,H2587 and full of compassion;H7349 ……. and 
of greatH1419 mercy.H2617 

26 

----------------------------  

AND …. Finally  Jesus asked the man     
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“SO who acted like a neighbor??      

And the man answered    “  THE ONE WHO HAD COMPASSION.  “   the one who put the MERCY into action..        

AND JESUS SAID, GO THOU AND DO LIKEWISE.      26:30 

------------------------------  

 

 


